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next semester, a "C" 
minus will no longer be an accept-
able grade for some general edu-
cation courses at San Jose State 
University. 
The Academic Senate passed a 
policy recommendation April 5, 
which stated if students earn a 
"C" minus, they will still pass the 
class and the units will be count-
ed. However, the class
 will not 
count toward fulfilling the 
requirement of that 
section. 
Another class would
 need to be 
taken
 to fulfill the requirement, 
or the one with a "C" minus re-
taken. 
The affected general education 
areas will be in oral
 communica-
tion, and written 
communication,  
such as English 1A, IB and the 
100w classes. Critical thinking 
and mathematical concepts will 
also uphold the policy. These 
classes are sectioned in the fall 
schedule of classes as areas Al, 
A2,  A3, B4, C3 and Z. 
Classes in these areas are the 
only ones allowed to be taken for 
the A, B, C or No Credit option. 





 the acting vice 
president for curriculum and ass-
esment, said the senate 
vote  was 
essentially unanimous.
 A voice 
vote was taken
 and there were 
two abstentions. 
The Academic Senate is com-
prised of representatives 
from 
each college on 
campus, five 
administrators,
 four deans, seven 
student representatives, an alum, 
%% It sounds
 fair. 














 for ever -
body. 
 Dan Schmidt 
English major // 
an 
emeritus,
 and four local sena-
tors  for California State 
University. 
"We are bringing
 the campus 
in compliance to 
a system wide 
policy," Dorosz said. 
Senior Dan Schmidt, 
an
 
English major, said he hadn't 
heard about 
the grading policy. 
"It sounds fair. As long as it's 
been that
 way for transferring 
students, why not make it level 
for everybody," Schmidt said. 
Ken Swisher, the CSU public 
affairs director, said the current 
CSU policy doesn't allow 
transfer 
students to come to a university 
with a "C" minus in any general 
education courses. This,
 he said, 
has been the policy for many 
years. Students can still transfer,
 
but the class doesn't count except 
for units. 
"We ought to hold our native 
students to the same standards 
that we hold 









major  Melissa 




Hazel  Clarke and 
sophomore  dance 
major  Kirsten Kubal 
per-
formed in the 
Student
 Dance Concert 
Friday in the Sports 
Complex  
building. 
The concert was 
held
 by the School of 
Music  and Dance. 
The performance 
was a part of the 
Modern  Choreography
 2 class, 
Aimee Santos/Spartan
 Dail) 
which  was a 
culmination  of 
everything
 the dancers
 leamed this 
semester.
 Nine students 
choreograTAed 
the  10 pieces 
performed.  
Each  dance 
piece
 had a requirement




of the lessons 
the  
choreographer







Adopted  intiative 
strengthens
 student senate 
due 
process  
clause  to 
vote 































May 26 to accept or 
reject 
Drug  tests 
to get more 
stringent
 
By Melissa Matchak 
Steffuriter
 
A new drug testing policy for 
all San Jose State Universtiy 
intercollegiate athletes will begin 
in the fall 1999. 
The athletes will be asked to 
give a urine sample, while 
observed by a same -sex validator 
not part of the SJSU staff. 
This is standard NCAA testing 
procedure, according to Caroline 
Lewis, senior athletic director and 
part of the drug testing commit-
tee. 
Charlie Miller, head trainer for 
intercollegiate athletics,
 said test-
ing will occur every other week, 
with athletes chosen at random 
by a computer program. 
According 
to Miller, each athlete 
on the 
NCAA squad list i R 
See Drugs, 
page 8 
the new salary agreement 
An important element in the 
contract. was implementing a due 
process clause 
in
 the merit pro-
gram. 
The due process clause allows 
individuals who believe they have 
been treated unfairly
 to appeal 
their cases in front of a faculty 
panel and 
not outside arbitrators, 
according to Sam 
Strafaci, CSU 
interim senior
 director of human
 
See





Outgoing Associated Students 
President 
Heather  Cook left the 
last session of the Academic 
Senate on a triumphant note  




with a resounding majori-
ty. 
Cook wanted to 
have section 
six of the 
San  Jose State 
University 
Academic  Senate's 
constitution amended to 
allow 
student senators to sa on the 
Associated Students board while 
serving on the enate. 
That section, in article two of 
the constitution, pertains to mem-
bership. It states only seven stu-
dents may hold seats on the 
Academic Senate: the A.S. 
President, the 
A.S.  Director of 
Academic Affairs and 
five student 
senators elected -at -large or inde-
pendently of A.S. elections.
 
At -large student
 members of 
the Academic Senate may not 
concurrently hold any other elect-
ed 




Michael Irish performed "I Consider Myself
 building. The one-man show was a tour de force 
Malcolm" Friday 
and Saturday in the Engineering performance
 written and directed by Irish. 
representatives on the Academic 
Senate are elected 
for one-year 
terms, 
according  to the constitu-
tion. 
The Academic Senate is an 
elected body that includes about 
50 SJSU professors who meet 
throughout the semester to dis-
cuss key 
matters  relating to the 
welfare of 
the university. SJSU 





 Senate is the 










versity personnel, the curriculum, 
instruction, student affairs and 
fiscal matters, 
according  to  the 
university's official Web Site. 
Both Cook and current A.S. 
President Leo Davila said they 
believe student representation on 
the Academic Senate would be 
much stronger if student senators 
had cross -accountability  sit-
ting on the A.S. board and sitting 
on the 
Academic Senate as stu-
dent 
senators. 
"Right now there 
seems to be 
See Senate, page 8 
Portrayal
 of 
Malcolm  X 
does
 black leader injustice
 
By Donna Carmichael 
Staff 
Writer 
Michael Irish's one-man show, 
"I Consider 
Myself  Malcolm," 
which ran Friday 
and Saturday in 
the Engineering building theater, 
missed the mark in a big way. 
Irian is the stagename of San 
Jose State 
University theater arts 
student Michael Bolton, who uses 
the alias because of the
 already 
reconizable singer with the 
same
 
name. He chose Irish because it's 
the ethnicity of his mother.
 Bolton 
said Malcolm X's autobiography
 
taught him how to be a 
black man 
 the heritage of his father. 
Bolton billed his work, as a 
"tour  de force" of the life 
of 
Malcolm X. 
A tour de force is 
French for a 
feat of strength, 
skill  or ingenuity. 
Unfortunately, the real tour 
de 
force of the night was 
the man-
agement of the audience
 to hang 
in  until the 
end  of this long, 
painful production. 
By any count, performing the 
life of Malcolm X is 
a big under-
taking. But 
billing the show as a 
"tour de force," not to mention 
calling the production "I Consider 
Myself Malcolm," set the stage for 
high expectations. 
Malcolm preached against the 
imposed 
trappings  of whit,e soci-
ety as part of the ideology of slav-
ery  
and he rejected nonvio-
lence. The radical leader is 
regarded as a martyr by many. 
Pity the playgoer who took the 
time and 








production shed little 
light on the 
complex, transformational drama 
that 
was the life of the real 
Malcolm X. 
Malcolm X  for anyone
 who 
may not have heard  was a rad-
ical African American leader, who 
rose to prominence during the 
'50s 
and early '60s. Malcolm was 
assassinated during a rally in 
See Malcolm review.
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Focus 
The Spartan Daily 
follows a  cadet through 










(U -WIRE) STANFORD 
 Don't
 do 
drugs. But if 
you do, at least don't 
get caught, because a new 
fed-
eral law set to take 
effect in July 2000, will put a 
squeeze on your 
federal
 financial aid. But, if you're 
not on any government
-sponsored aid progrtuns, don't 
worry. If you 
get  caught, nothing's going to 
happen
 to 
you, or at least your




President Clinton in October,
 is part of the Higher 
Education Act. Under the 
law, if a student who 
receives federal 
financial  aid is convicted of 
a drug 
possession, his or her aid eligibility
 is placed in jeop-
ardy and suspended for 
a year. On the third offense, 
all aid is suspended. 
For drug 
sale convictions, two 
offenses cancel aid 
indefinitely. It is a poor attempt
 at public policy -mak-
ing to legislate that those
 who are less socioeconomi-
cally advantaged than others 
should pay a steeper 
price for drug 
transgressions.  
This law could 
place  the college educations 
of
 stu-
dents on financial aid in serious
 peril. Those students 
not on federal
 aid who are convicted of 
these  crimes 
will not have to pay nearly as much
 for their actions. 
Granted, Stanford
 students will not suffer 
as 
much. This is 
because  federal money only accounts 
for a quarter of student need
-based
 aid, according to 
Cynthia 
Hartley,  director of student awards 
in the 
Financial Aid Office. 
It is extremely unfair that 
the  socioeconomic back-




Why should Stanford students, or students
 who do 
not receive federal financial 
aid, pay any less for their 
crimes? 
Though the law was developed
 in good faith and 
attempts to solve a prevalent problem on college cam-
puses, there is little possibility that 
it can be evenly 
applied
 and money, unfortunately, 
separates those 
who pay for their actions 
from those who don't. 
What kind




 the nation? Furthermore, this law is 
going
 to be dreadfully difficult to 
fully enforce. In 
addition to finding enough bodies to 
investigate cases, 
what incentive do university 
administrators
 have to 
report students who should have 
their aid revoked by 
the federal government? 
At its core,
 this law has good intentions. 
However,  
the way in which it will be enforced and the message 
it sends are not consistent with its spirit. 
We find it impossible 
to support a law that 
applies  
such an uneven standard
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 to express 
themselvto  on the 
Opinion page with  
Letter  to the Editor 
A Letter to the 
Editor  is  200 -word 
response  to an imue 
or noun 
of view that 
ha. sppeared in the
 Spartan Daily 
Submisaiona
 become the 
property
 of the Spartan 
Deily and my 
be 
edited  for clarity,
 grammar libel 
and length 
Suhmimions  





and  sayer. 
Suboussions 
may be put in the
 Letters to the 
Editor  box id the 
Spartan 
Daily Office in 
Dwight  Bente) Dell 




 -mailed to 
SDAILYIkme  sou edit 
or mailed to 
the Spartan 
Daily  Opinion 
Editor,













 are written 
by,  and are. the
 consensus 
of,  the 
Spartan 
Daily  editors, not the 
staff.  
Publiahnd  opinions 
and
 advertleamente 
do not ow -warily
 reflect the 
the 
Spartan
 Daily the 
School  al Journalism 
sod Masa 



























 a greater 
blockhead  than 
an 





 ago, I was 
considered




 drop out 








 I was "too 
cool for school." 
I had big dreams.
 
I 
was  going to 
be
 a "star." Any
 kind of "star"
  I 
wasn't 
picky. Besides,
 the only thing 
I was learning 
in 
high
 school, I 
thought  at 
the
 time, was 
how  to do 
cheerleading  
routines  and 




 a delusional 
teenager,  but that 
was truly my 
state of mind. 
After a 
long time of doing
 nothing and going
 
nowhere fast, I 
woke up and faced 
reality. The light 
bulb went 
on  "People study




 at becoming 
a success." 
Even with that 




 that college 
was the vehicle 
for  discovering 
my dreams 
and  cultivating my 
mind.  I was a rebel. 
I would show
 everyone that I 
could  make it rich 
without
 a college degree. 
So, 
between
 the ages of 17 and 24, I 
worked my 
ass off day and 
night managing a big
 retail chain 
store. 
It was laborious. I was 
making  loads of money. 
But like many people
 without a college 
education,  I 
hit the glass 
ceiling.  To get 
promoted,




suppress  it any longer, I needed
 college. 
I wanted
 to find my true path  
my talent. I want-
ed to cultivate my mind,




I couldn't see myself as a 
65 -year-old retail clerk 
unpacking boxes 
of clothes all day 
and  chasing 
thieves down the mall in 
Easy  Striders. 
In 12 days, I will be 
wearing a black robe 
and  
funky 
hat   which could have 
only
 been designed 
by a Martian  and 
graduating.  
The last five 
years spent going 
to college have 
been the most rewarding





know I sound like a Computer
 Learning Center 
commercial, but
 I'm nearly  at a loss for





























































all  their 



























beliefs  about 
life  and 
death 
through  the 









sive  indulgences 
to lead a more 
profound existence.
 
Virtue is a 
kind of health,
 beauty and 
good  habit 
of the soul.  Plato 
' The arts 
give  us a 
chance
 be 
expressive  and 
creative. 
We
 learn how t,o 
build something
 beautiful 
with  our hands. 
We
 also learn that
 beauty is in the
 
eye of the 
beholder,  and 
what  is 
considered
 art by 
one  person,  is another 
per3on's  trash. 
Of all lies, 
art is the least





 give us a 









Daily  readers, you 
may have read my 
articles over 
he semester 
nodding  your head
 
approvingly  or 
tbssing
 them out 
and  
uttering  a few four 
letter




 your reaction, 
my 
articles  moved you 
enough to write 
or
 





 or praise, I 
thank 
you. To 
get readers aware 
and reactive 
is my 




an effort to 
reach out 





process,  to lis-
ten to how 
citizens frame 
their prob-
lems and what 
citizens  see as solu-
tions to 
those  problems  






Civic  journalism 
is practiced by 
many  newspa-
pers, as well 
as




 of the United 
States and around
 the 
world, but it is 




 freedom of the











 of this nation 
saw the
 need and the importance
 of the public to 
be 
knowledgeable
 of what is 
going on in their 
world.  
Civic journalism calls on 
the press to help 
revive civic
 life and improve public 
dialogue.  Its 
purpose is to 
fashion
 a coherent response
 to the 
deepening troubles of our society. 
As Jay Rosen 
explains  in his paper,
 "Public 
Journalism and the 
Troubles in the Press," 
at a 
time of grave 
doubts  about the future of the 
press 
and broad concern 
about  the health of American 
democracy,
 the news becomes a tool for creative
 
experiment and piecemeal 
reform. The media 
should be a forum for
 serious discussion about 
ultimate 
aims and possible ends. Rosen says
 by 
changing how we approach 
tasks, journalists can 
rediscover the 
power of the democratic ideals as 
an
 
organizing principle for their work. 
With graduation only an arm's length away, I 
find myself wondering what my status as a jour-
nalist  end my role in society  means. From 
working on newspaper 
and  magazine staffs and 
two 
television  news stations, I've gotten a good 
dose of the 
nsws
 business over the last four years. 
The news industry is everything I 
thought it 
would
 be and then some. 
I have become desensitized to murders and 
tfiti 







tant but because I 
can't  allow myself 
to emotionally get 
involved  and 
report a 
story  accurately. This is 
something the 
public sometimes 




 where the 
criticism 
outweighs the 





 many hats in 
society and the amount of 
impact we 
can have makes what 
we write and 
say that much more 
important. At 




about issues in their
 communities 
and around the 











 important parts. 






you  may have turned 
off the televi-
sion
 or thrown 
away
 the newspaper,
 but imagine 
the world 
without  journalists
 and news. You 
could 
be quick to say 
you could live 
without  it, but 
that's  
like saying curiosity
 is not a human 
trait. 
I have put 
myself in your
 shoes and 
agree  that 






that's  what 





 It's time 
to
















 of the 
MacNeiVLehrer
 
Newshour  on 
PBS,  said 
it best in 
a speech
 he gave















 We are 
not 
social 
engineers,  but 
each  one of 
us
 has a stake
 in 






 and the 
social  contract
 that makes




 web of 
trust, and 
all of us in 
jour-
nalism  hold 
edges  of the 





watching  the 




thank  all of 
you who 





been  amused 
bystanders.
 You, the 
readers,  are as 
much part 
of
 the story 
as
 I am. If I 
have made 
you aware 








agree  with 
me
 or 
not,  then I 
have
 done my 
job as a 
journalist.  
fIalana  Kazern
 is a Spartan








































































































































































































































































to say thank you 
to 





























































































 I started 
at San Jose
 State 
University  as 
a junior after
 two years






taking  16 to 
18 units 
each 
semester,  I 
thought the
 hard part
 was over. 
I was 
finally
 out of 
my
 house 
and  I didn't
 have to 
work. I 
thought 
the  last two
-and -a -half
























































might  not 
be the 
best 












































































out  by 
not 
going  


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 turn in 
updated
 forms to 
maintain 
registered  status is 
May  




Foster  at 
924-5950.  
School of Art 
and Design 
Student galleries art exhibits
 in 
the Art and 
Industrial Studies 
buildings from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For 
more information, call
 Scott or 
Jenny at 
924-4330.  
Lost and Found 
Sparta 
Guide 
Check  out the lost 
and  found in 
the 
Student Life Center 
for that 
long lost item 
before
 you check out 
for the 
summer. Open 8 
a.m.  to 5 
p.m. 
Monday  through 
Friday.  For 
further 
information,




Valley: The Chinese 
American  
Legacy
 in Santa 






 during the 
month of May.
 
Open 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m.For  further 







recital:  music 
of
 Mozart 
and Schubert from 
12:30 to 1:15 
p.m. 
in
 the Music building Concert
 
Hall. For more 
information,  call 
Joan 
Stubbe  at 924-4631. 
Nurses 
Christian  Fellowship 
Bible
 discussion on the need to 
persevere
 in the Montalvo
 room in 
the Student Union 
at 2 p.m. For 
more information,
 call Diane 
Stegmeir at 279-6385. 
School 




lecture  series 
from 5 to 6 
p.m. in the Art
 building, 
room 133. For more information, 
call Andy at 
924-4328.  
School of Art and Design 
Student 
galleries  art receptions 
from 
6 to 8 p.m. in the Art and 
Industrial Design buildings. For 
more information, call Scott or 
Jenny at 924-4330. 
School of Art and Design 
Student galleries 
art  exhibits in 
the Art and Industrial Studies 
buildings from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. For 
more information, call Scott or 
Jenny at 
924-4330.  
Asian Pacific Islander 
Awareness Month 
Japan-U.S. relations guest speak-
er in the Engineering building, 
room 189 at 7 p.m. For more infor-
mation, call
 924-6255. 
Sparta Guide is provided free
 of charge 
to students, faculty and staff The deadline 
for entries is noon, three days
 before desired 
publication date. Entry forms
 are availabk 
in the Spartan Daily Office
 Space restric. 






 held responsible for 
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 is a great 
opportunity  for 
musicians  
and non -musicians alike, as these 
courses
 offer something
 for everyone! 
Classes take 
place  at the San 
Jose  Repertory 
Theater  
(at 101 Paseo
 de San 
Antonio).  Call the 










Ft 13 E 
The 
Evolution




The  Evolution 





Woodwinds  in 






Evolution  of 
Latin
 Jazz & Salsa
 Music  
John
 Santos & 
















14 & 15, 10 










































 in all 
operational  
functions












 Our program 
provides trainees
 with the 
tools  and 
skills to rapidly 
advance to the 
next level. 
Candidates  should 
possess a 








 from the 
ground  up, and 
maintain
 a flexible 




 a 4 year degree 
or relevant 




driver's  license, 














 benefit package 
40Ik  & pension 
plan after 
lyear  of service 
Please send your 





P.O. Box 759, 





























































 or a 
doctor,































































for  the 
area. 
The 
























































out  in 
our  
contract,  




















appear  to 
be 


































































































































much.  I wonder 
if 
he's 
going  to pop 
the big 
question  before 
we 
go
 home for the 
summer?  Sigh. 
I 
wonder  if 
Shurgard still has 
some space left on that 
4 months for the price 
of 3 deal 
for  storing 
your 
stuff  
during  the 
summer? 
To her: We 
haven't
 a 'clue. 
To hbn: 
Yes,
 there's tons of space left. 
Either
 bring 
your  stuff 
to 
Shurgard, 
or call for 
Shurgard's Storage To Go. That's our 
insanely  handy new service 
where, we bring a storage container to your 




 and store it for
 the 
sununer.  There. 
Now one of life's 





Shurgard To Ga 

















Jennifer  Cohen 
climbs
 the &foot wall 
during  the preliminary 
stage 
of
 the University Police




 The physical 
agility
 tests, which included






climb, an obstacle course and a one -mile run must be passed along 
with a written exam in order to proceed to the next stage of the 




 give a 
presentation  
on the case 
ofJack the 











 at a 




















 are the best













pow wows, involvedin a 
serious  
relationship 




















 attain griefs -4e 




 be a police 
officer,  to 







 a psychology major at San 
Jose  
Sta41..  : 
University, minoring
 in 





ing  about double
-majoring. 







University Police Department 
when  she realized she wanterjqipa 
challenging  position. 
. . . 
.  
At the urging 
of several 





she decided she 
would  try to attain a UPD cadet position. 
WithCohen'salready
 hectic schedule












There were three applicants at the 
beginning  of the proni*: 
Each applicant had to pass all stages of training in order ti:a4s.td. 
ly become a cadet. 
The training process began with a physical agility testlEq( 
included climbing a 6








 same day, the applicants took a written 
examinaiioir,  
which tested memory,
 common sense, critical 
thinking  and Malli 
::: 
If 
they passed these steps, 
they  proceeded to the oral 
tion. The 
oral
 board consisted of two 
UPD officers and two 
hichin.  
During the
 interview, applicants were 









the oral interview, 
Cohen  and another 
applicant  
entered a six -week academy, which 
































reception  and, 
speeches by 
officers  involved






This  did not 




























May  29 so 
they
 will both be able my gc 
to
 work at 
commencement
 with 






























































































The oral board 
interview was in front of 
two student cadets and two 
University Police 
Department  officers. During the
 oral interview, prospective 
cadets are asked general
 questions about their 
community

















  In addition to training eight hours per week to 
become
 a cadet, 
which is volunteer time at this stage of the process, Cohen works 
as a community service officer and does clerical work for another 
employer.  
These two paid positions compose to approximately 30 hours 
per week. She said she doesn't get to put as much effort into her 
schoolwork as she would like to, but she does 'as much as I human-
ly can" she said. 
Cohen said the overall process has not been easy, but she 
never  
doubted her abilities. 
'There has never been a moment where I sat back and said, Oh 
my gosh I might not make it through,' she said. 
The departmental 

















 friends of 
the 

























goals and reasons for 
wanting
 to be a cadet and also 
describe  how they would 
respond to certain 
scenarios
 that the board presents. 
fully 
completed  the cadet trainee program is about 4 -to -1, according 
to Cadet Sgt. Isabel Fuentes. 
Despite
 this fact Cohei., said she feels 
she has not been hampered in 
any  way because she is female. 
In fact,Cohen said that the department has 
provided  her with a 
lot of encouragement. 
She will 'be here until I graduate because
 it's an incredible sup-
port unit," she said. 
To unwind 
and  relax from the pressures of work, training and 
school, Cohen takes Tuesday
 evenings off to participate in an inte-
gral part of her life, Drum
 and Feathers. 
Drum and Feathers is a local group that competes in Native 
American 
gatherings
 through music and dance. 
























 test also 
needed to be 
passed in 
order
 to go on 
to


























academy.  The 
commencement  
ceremony 





 Union on 
campus. 
munity and dances competitively in these circles. 
Although
 she is not registered, Cohen said her hertage is of 
the 
Cherokee/Choctaw
 and has been involved with Drum and Feathers 
for about four years. 
She also gets support
 from her boyfriend of two years James 
Fender.
 
"He has been an incredible
 crutch when things go wrong. He's 
always there for 
me,"  she said. 
Cohen is on the path 
to attaining her goals. 
*Most of our cadets go on to 
become police officers," said UPD 
officer Demetrich Brown. 
Cohen said she hopes 
to become an officer in the Sacramento 




from the beginning. 
The game was full 
of skir 




On the first SaberCats touch-
down, Tom Petithomme raised 
the ball into the air in 
triumph. 
and then 
threw  the ball against 
the
 wall. At the beginning of thy 
second half, Papin, who
 scored on 
a 4 -yard 
touchdown  pass from 
Grieb, stood
 over an Arizona 




getting better and bet-
ter every week, arid hopefully
 at 
the end we 




SaberCats head coach. 
(Top) San Jose SaberCats defensive 
tackle Ramon Luster dives 
over Arizona Rattlers 
quarterback Donnie Davis for a touchdown after
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 Petithomme drives past Rattlers Randy 
Gatewood for a touchdown Saturday in the SaberCats 54-50 win. The 
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 the Arizona Rattlers, fate 
usually favors the Rattlers t2 -D, 
who have won seven out of eight 
of 
their  previous meetings. 
But on Saturday, in a battle 
for first place in 
the Western 
Division, the SaberCats were 




seemed to spell doom for the 
SaberCats, the team emerged 
with  a 54-50 
victory.  
"It just came down to 
which  
team  wanted it 
more,"  said 
Shalon Baker,
 a SaberCats wide 
receiver. "I 
wanted  to win and I 
was going to do 
whatever it took 
to 
help our team to victory." 














Jose was up 47-
42, they appeared to be falling
 to 
another harsh turn
 of fate as 
they turned the ball over twice 
with a little 
over  four minutes 
left in the 
game.  
After he couldn't find anyone 
to pass the 
ball to, SaberCats 
quarterback
 Mark Grieb fell to 
the grounc: and the ball wiggled 
out
 of his arms. 
Then, Bob McMillen, an 
Arizona linebacker, 
scooped  the 
ball up at mid -field and ran into 
the endzone for a touchdown. 
Arizona capped the touchdown
 
off with a 2 -point conversion, 
giving it a 50-47 lead. 
Another harsh twist of fate 
came on San 
Jose's next drive. 
With a little more than three 
minutes remaining,
 Grieb com-
pleted a 14 -yard pass to Steve 
Papin. The ball was stripped 
from Papin as he spun to break 
away from a tackler, and Arizona 




at the San Jose 
Arena
 hushed at the beginning 
of Arizona's drive as the 
SaberCats seemed destined to 
lose. 
Arizona's Chad May complet-
ed a 15 -yard pass
 to Eddie 
Goines that put 
them on San 
Jose's 18 -yard 
line.  With a little  
over a minute remaining, 




Heaven began to shine down 
on the San Jose SaberCats 
dur-
ing Arizona's drive. On first and
 
10, Arizona's May fumbled it and 
Baker dived to recover the ball 
for San Jose 
on the team's own 
20 -yard line. The downtrodden 
fans in 
the Arena lifted up like a 
congregation
 and began to cheer 
for their team following the 
sweet twist of 
fate. 
San Jose's fate brightened in 
the final 55 seconds of the con-
test when Grieb earned his 
redemption. 
Grieb  
whose fumble at the 
start
 of the fourth quarter cost 
the 
SaberCats
 the lead  
com-
bined with Baker
 to bear the 
weight of the team's
 fate in the 
final minute. 
"I felt like I had really let the 
team down with that play in the 
second half, and I just felt 
like, 
'Man, take it one play at a time 
and let's get it done,' and we did. 
We put everything
 together on 
that last drive," Grieb said. 
Grieb's
 first pass of the drive 
was incomplete. On the next 
play, Grieb connected with Baker 
for a 10 -yard 
play  that pushed 
the 
SaberCats to Arizona's 20 -
yard line.
 Two plays later, Grieb 
hit Baker to put San 
Jose within 
striking 
distance at Arizona's 9 -
yard 
line. 
On second and goal, 
Baker 
tore across the length of the end -
zone on a crossing pattern to find 
the gap in Arizona's 
secondary.  
Grieb fired 






 again as 
the 
ball
 bounced off Baker's fin-
gertips before he brought 
it into 
his  chest for the winning touch-
down.
 
The fight the SaberCats
 
showed in the
 final minutes of 
the 
game  was the 
culmination
 of 
a very competitive night.
 
It 
was clear the SaberCats 
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premier indoor self 
storage facility 
Only
 5 minutes from SJSU, 
we
 are once 
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 McNair Scholars Program




 begins with summer 
research from 
June 7 to July 30, 1999. Benefits include: 
 Faculty mentored research experience 






Assistance with grad applications and funding sources 






















 Interest in 
pursuing
 gradvae study 
 
Ability  to 
participate














































































seniors  from the
 
Spartans'  roster 
were  honored before
 
Saturday's 
game  at 
Municipal  Stadium,
 
but  it proved 














Tognetti blasted the 
first  pitch from 
Aztec hurler David 
Caron into the left 
field bullpen for a 
three -run home run 
that put the
 Spartans ahead for good. 
Tognetti's fourth homer of 
the season 
capped a second inning, in which the 
San Jose State University 
baseball 
team put six 
runs on the board. 
Saturday's Score 
"I got a good pitch,
 put a good swing 




admitting  the 
play  was 
supposed 
to have been a hit-and-run,
 but the mis-
take essentially guaranteed a 
lot  for 
both the Spartans and the Aztecs. 
The victory for the Spartans
 clinched 
third place in the Western Athletic 
Conference, and the loss for the Aztecs 
sent them home
 packing, not only from 
Municipal 
Stadium, but also for the 
entire season. SDSU needed a victory 
for its WAC playoff hopes to stay alive, 
but those hopes sailed
 away along with 
Togenetti's  homer. 
Things were not always
 so bleak for 
the Aztecs. They 
were the first to get on 
the board in the opening frame. Clean-
up hitter 
Tyler Echelbarger followed up 
two consecutive singles with a double 
to 
the right -center field 
gap  that brought 
home both runners. SDSU 
scored again 
in the second, 
when
 Billy Montgomery 
blasted another double over the head of 
Todd Duncan in center, which allowed 
Edgar Gonzalez to score
 SDSU's third 
run. 
It wasn't the first time the Aztecs had 
taken control of the 
game
 out of the 
gate. 
In the previous two 
games of the 
series, they had jumped
 out to an early 
lead each time, but the Spartans had 
been able to keep their
 composure and 
come back. 
"In all three games, they jumped out 
to an early 
lead, but we were able to 
answer.
 That was very significant, and it 
was again today," Spartans Head Coach 
Sam Piraro said, 
complementing the 
character his 
playoff -bound Spartans 
showed. 
The Spartans got 
one run in the bot-
tom of the first 
when Dan Winterberg 
singled in Junior Ruiz, who had started 
off the inning with a 
base
 hit and stole 
second. But the Spartan half of the
 sec-
ond inning was when the bats came 
alive. 
Duncan started off the inning with a 
sharp line drive just, inside 
the third 
base line, which put him at second. Rob 
Douglass followed up with a double of 
his own off the wall in center, to score 
Duncan. 
Next was Mike 
Wright,  who, after 
Douglass,
 took third 
on
 a passed 
ball.  
looped a base hit over the head of the 
Aztec  shortstop, which allowed 
Douglass to score. Wright promptly stole 
second and motored to third on a throw-
ing error by SDSU's catcher Brandon 
Rogers. Mike Rouse took his turn at the 
plate and lofted a high fly ball to right 
field, which looked like a sacrifice fly 
but carried over the head of Paul 
Lockhart 
for yet another double and a 
run for the Spartans. Ruiz followed up 
Rouse's shot by waiting out four balls 
from David Caron and putting runners 
at first and second. 
Tognetti stepped 
to the plate and his 
homer put the Spartans ahead for good 
and
 sent Caron to the showers. 
Both teams remained relatively 
quiet 
offensively until the fifth inning when 
the Aztecs appeared ready to comeback. 
Javier Ramos watched four straight 
pitches from Spartan starter Jeremy 
Rogelstad for a walk, which proved 
to
 
hurt. Echelbarger came to the plate and 
drove Rogelstad's second offering over 
the wall in left -center field to make the 
score 
7-5.
 The homer meant the end for 
Rogelstad, who made way for Chris Key 
to come in and shut down the Aztecs 
with
 two strikeouts. 
Key and righty Chris Sherman 
worked the next four innings for the 
Spartans and gave the team solid mid-
dle relief The success of Key and 
Sherman was mirrored by A.J. 
Samadani, who relieved Caron in the 
second and shut down the Spartan bats 
until the eighth 
inning. Duncan led off 
the eighth by reaching on an error by 
Ramos at second. He then stole second, 









 but Rouse 









 of the 
game
 to right 








been  giving 
me
 mostly off 
speed 
pitches.  So I 
knew





 So I told 
myself  to 
stay back
 on it," Rouse said.
 
Deermined 

















 the pesky 
Echelbarger





Ruiz fielded it cleanly, whipped it 
over to Rouse at second 
base, who threw 
to Winterberg at first for 
the double play 
to end 
the game. 
The three -game sweep 
of the Aztecs 
was the Spartans' fourth 
sweep of the 
season, 
the first time they had done 
such since 1997 
when  they won the 
WAC West 
division.  This time, however, 




 them the third seed in 
the WAC 
tournament
 and give them the 
right to be home team 
in their first 
game at 
Beiden Field in Fresno on 
Wednesday. 








SALT LAKE CITY (AP)  The 
closest thing to 
a sure thing in the 
first four games 
of





 was Vlade Divac's 
hook shot. 
So with Game 
5 tied at 88, the 
series 
tied 2-2 and 10 seconds
 left 
in regulation,
 the Kings 
went to 
Divac in 











Karl  Malone  and 
missed, the ball 
clanging off the 
right side of 
the rim as time 
expired.
 There was
 an overtime 
period








The Jazz began 
overtime with 
a 9-2
 run and held
























































was  my 
shot, 









































make  his 
daily  phone






"This  is 










The last four 
games  in the 
series went down 
to the final 
minute 
of
 play, and for the
 fifth 
time this season, 
four quarters 
weren't enough for 
Utah and 
Sacramento. Game 3 of the series 
was 
won  in overtime by the Kings, 
and all three 
of
 their regular-sea-




Malone  had 20 points and 
12 rebounds 
to lead Utah, which 
avoided its earliest
 playoff exit 
since
 1995 and 
advanced
 to the 
second  round for 
the fourth 
straight
 year. Jeff Hornacek 
added 18 
points  for the Jazz. 
Utah blew
 out the Kings 
by 30 
points in Game 1 of 
the  series, but 
lost
 the next two games and stole 






Sacramento team outplayed the 
Jazz through much of the 
series, 
but Utah, backed by 
a ferocious 
crowd, barely
 managed to rid 
themselves of the upstart Kings 
in the finale. 
Sacramento's
 youth showed 
in 
the
 final game, as the 
Kings  shot 
41.5 
percent from 
the  field and 
made 20 
turnovers.  Rookie 
sensa-
tion 
Jason  Williams 
was  a non -
factor,
 going 1 -for-6 from 
the field 
and finishing 
with  more fouls (5) 
than points (2). 





 crowd at full 
volume, the 
Kings 
were  1 -for-6 from the free-
throw line. They 
made just 18 of 
30 free 
throws and went




 again, the Jazz
 survived 
a 
game it looked like
 they had no 
business winning. 
Despite record-
ing 14 assists, Stockton 
was  1 -for -
12 from
 the field and
 niissed three 
key 
fourth-quarter
 shots. while 
Greg Ostertag played
 all of six 
minutes, during 




well  in the first 
three quarters 
but  disappeared 
during the
 fourth, going
 0 -for -2 
from the 






scored  Utah's 
last nine 
points in regulation. 
Vernon 
Maxwell,  one of 
Sacramento's 
few veterans, 
played  an 
outstanding
 game, scor-
ing 22 points 
and keeping the 
Kings  in the game in 
the fourth 
quarter while 
playing  in place of 
Williams. Jon 
Barry's
 layup with 
4:10 to play 
gave Sacramento 
an 
80-79 lead, its 
first in the second 
half 
Maxwell
 then hit a 
3 -pointer, 
and Divac's
 hook shot put
 the 
Kings up 88-85
 with 59 seconds
 to. 
play. 
But  Russell, 
playing  on a 
sprained 
ankle, hit 
a 3 -pointer 
from the 
corner to tie
 the game 






inside  layup, 
Stockton












4, and the 
Kings  called a 
timeout 









maybe  not 














































(Above) San Jose 
State  University 
ouffielder Todd 
Duncan slides into 
second base in the 
eighth inning during 
the game against 
San Diego State 
University. Duncan
 
scored two runs 





Wright high -fives 
teammates atter he 
scored in the sec-
ond inning against 
SDSU Saturday at 
Municipal Stadium. 
Photos by Dal 
Sugano/Spartan Daily 
seed, as well as the sweep of the series," 
Piraro said, adding that the third 
seed  is very important to the 
success
 of 
the Spartans in 
the tournament. 
On Friday, the Spartans took the sec-
ond  game of the series 8-3, behind pitch-
er Vince LaCorte. LaCorte turned in one 
of his best performances of the season 
by 
striking  out 16 Aztecs and surrender-




In the series opener, the Spartans 
clinched their WAC playoff spot with a 
7-6 comeback win. Brandon Macchi 
brought home Winterberg for the win-
ning run and Sherman picked up the 
victory in relief 





 allowed three 
hits  in 
seven innings and John Jaha 
hit  
a three -run homer
 to lift the 
Oakland  Athletics to their 
first
 
three -game sweep with a 
4-2  win 
over the Minnesota 
Twins  on 
Sunday. 
The
 A's (21-17) have won six 
straight
 and are fpur games 
over
 
.500 for the first 






































Texas by a half game in  the AL 
West, has not been in second 
place this late in the season since 
1995. 
After
 allowing an RBI double 
to Ron Coomer with one out in 
the third, 
Haynes  (2-5) retired 
the final 14 batters 
he faced. 
Haynes
 walked three and struck 
out seven.
 
Billy Taylor pitched the ninth 
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 and a 
random  
number of 






test.  Athletes 
will be tested
 dur-
ing the season 





said  many of 
SJSU's  ath-
letes who have gone
 to NCAA 
tournaments have
 been through 
the drug testing 
procedure. He 
said year-round
 testing for foot-







 page 1 
relations. "This one ( 
new salary 
contract) will pass,"
 said Jo Bell 
Whitlatch, a 
San Jose State 
University 
librarian
 and faculty 
union president. 
She said 
the most important 
elements of the 
contract  are a 3 
percent general salary 
increase 
and a 2.4 p. rcent
 step increases 
for junior faculty. Both 
are 
retroactive
 from September 1998. 
These
 two elements are impor-
tant for lecturers,
 Whitlatch said. 
"It's important for the
 quality 
of education, because 
lecturers  
will invest more into their courses 
and classes 
and  feel more loyalty 
to the institution
 if they know 
there is some reasonable future 
employment," she said. 
The appeals due pmcess clause 
in the merit progrnm is also
 
important because funds are allo-
cated to departments, giving each 
department
 more control. 
Whitlatch said. 
"I was surprised  the CFA offi-





 said GeoffTootel, a 
SJSU sociology. 
instructor  
Although Tootel said he 
believes this is a good salary con-
tract because some lecturers can 
look forward to longer contracts 
instead of yearly renewals and 
because there is an appeals 
process for merit pay, he said "fac-
ulty has a long way to go in pay." 
Tootel said some people are 





from page 1 
dents," Dorosz
 said. 
Farbod Pirouzmand came to 
SJSU as a transfer student and 




CBD Indoor MiniStorage 
looking for an energetic 
part-time
 employee 
tor weekend work. 




Fn.  3-7pm. 








Continued from page 1 
such a seperation between stu-
dent senators and Associated 
Students  we need more stu-
dent accountability and advoca-
cy," Cook said. 
Cook and Davila said 
student
 
senators would be more 
effective
 
representing the whole student 
body, if they 
were allowed to have 
a dual function 
as A.S. board 
members and sit on 
the 
Academic 
Senate  as senators.  
During
 her term in office,
 






obligations  and missed
 ses-
sions of the 
Academic  Senate, 
which 
typically meets at least
 
four times 
per  semester. 
In the pabt academic
 year, four 
of
 the the five




off  the 
Academic
 Senate 
because  they 
missed too 




















 offered for 
credit, 
instructed 




















the Student Life 
Center was 
preparing  to bring 




said  the class 
would  pre-
pare student 
senators  and A.S. 
board
 members for
 their role. 
"They  would waste 
less time 
learning how 
to function, and 
could be more effective 
members,  




27.000  students at SJSU on the 
Academic
 Senate, a very influen-
tial and powerful role, according 
to Cook. 
For instance,
 the Academic 
Senate is 
currently'  considering a  
policy change to make the 
drop  
period
 shorter. But A S. wants to 
keep the
 current drop policy, 
which they say 
is better for stu-
dents.  
Student 
representatives  on 
the 
senate  try to get faculty to 
see the 
students'
 point of view. 
In the 
students'  favor are the 
views 
of outgoing  A.S. President 
Cook.
 
Political Science professor 
James Brent
 said he would vote 
for the resolution to amend the 
constitution,
 in part because 
Cook was the best 
president he 
had 




on the Academic Senate. 
Brent said voting 
in favor of the 
amendment  was his way of giv-
ing Cook a 
victory and a going
 
away present. 




 reasons for 
voting  
in favor of the 
amendment.  
"Students know the 
student 
situation best, without 
interfer-
ence from
 senators  clearly, 
they know what 
the situation is 
and this is an 
experiment  we 
should allow 






 that A.S. 




worry  that there 
may 
come an A.S. 
president  who is not 
as honest and 
above board as 
Heather 
Cook  is, and 
the A.S. 
Board may 





Senate," he said. 
Brent
 said there are a couple 
of obvious solutions to that 
potential
 problem  those stu-




the  Academic Senate could 
change its constitution back to 
the way it originally was. 
"It's an experiment. If it goes 
awry, it can be corrected," Brent 
said. 
Brent reminded the other sen-
ators that every time student 
senators initiated a proposal in 
the senate over the past few 
years, they lost. 
Brent referred
 to this phenom-
enon 
as
 the difference between 
professors and students, similar 
to the difference
 experienced by 
faculty and the 
administration of 




Kenneth  Peter, 
instructor of political science, 
said he 
thought there was a need 
for change. 
"I have seen student senators 
come and go 
over the years and 
only a handful are 
able  and will-
ing to stay with the senate all 
year long. This is 
an
 opportunity 
for the senate 
to be well staffed 
with vital and interested stu-
dents," Peter said. 
He said voting for this amend-
ment is an opportunity to get stu-
dents more deeply engaged and 
active at multiple levels  and it 
was worth  encouraging. Peter 
urged his fellow senators to give 
students a chance to put their 
plan into effect.
 
But there was a small, vocal 
minority of critics to the amend-
ment.  
Senator Jonathan Roth, a his-
tory professor, said it was impor-
tant for students 



















 population as a 
whole, not sit 
on
 the Academic 
Senate representing
 the student 
government. 
"This is a cure that is worse 
than the disease," Roth said. 
He said it was important to 
allow for differing opinion within 
the student body, which could 
only be achieved through inde-
pendently elected senators not 
allied with the A.S. Board. 
Roth said he urged his fellow 
senators to vote "no" on the 
amendment. 
Now that the amendment has 
passed :he 
senate,  a vote must 
now go to the faculty as a whole. 
That is expected to occur when 
the fall semester begins. If the 
faculty votes to amend the con-
stitution, it will then go to SJSU 
President Robert Caret for sign-
ing before becoming official. Cook 





said she was preparing 
a memo 
to the 
faculty,  advocating the 
amendment. Davila, 
who is 
expected to support Cook's effort 
in the fall, 
said




 (the amendment to the 
academic senate's constitution) is 
a real achievement on her part," 
he said. 
Outgoing chair of the 
Academic Senate, Pam Stacks, 
said Cook really pushed for this 
on behalf of the students. 
"If she hadn't pushed, it would 






 drug tests for athletes 
use 
has already been 
in effect for 
the past 15 years. 
The 
purpose of having a valida-
tor 
observing athletes 
giving  the 
urine sample is to ensure the 
validity of the
 test, Miller said. 
"If no one is watching, that 
takes 
the  validity (of the test) 
away," Miller said. 
The test is the same one used 
by the NCAA, according to Lewis. 
SJSU is one of the last schools 
in the Western Athletic 
more than faculty at other CSU 
universities 
and  are paid less. 
There will be 
more  job security 
for long-term 
lecturers, according 
to Ken Swisher, CSU public 
affairs director. 
"More than 3,000 lecturers will 
receive two-year  contracts 
within 
the next two years," he 
said. 
Swisher said he is hopeful 
the  
new contract will be 
ratified, since 
the newly -elected CFA 
President 










needs to go 
into the 
general  
salary  increase. 




compared to the one we turned 
down," Whitlatch said. "It's a step 
in the right direction." 
Whitlatch said the salary for 
the faculty is 12.5 percent behind 
inflation. 
"More money needs to 
go
 into 
the general salary increase," she 
said. 
In February, CFA rejected a 
tentative agreement salary con-
tract from the CSU. In return, the 
CSU imposed the last best offer, 
which had less to offer the faculty 
Conference and NCAA to not have 
a drug testing policy. Lewis said 
the primary reason for not having 
a drug testing policy in the past is 
lack of budget, but it has always 
been on the agenda. 
"Our teams are becoming more 




"We want to make sure if they get 
to a championship game they 
aren't embarrassed or (don't) 
embarrass the university" 
compared
 to the first tentative 
agreement proposal. 
In  March, after 13 months of 
negotiations, the faculty was 
working under a 
contract they did 
not approve and had less 
to offer 
than the contract the faculty 
rejected, according to Whitlatch. 
The last best offer is a 5 per-
cent total compensation package 
which includes salary, benefits 
and merit pay. 
"The first tentative agreement 
salary contract was voted down 
because it was unacceptable," 
Whitlatch said. 
The 15 -month battle has
 con-
tinued because the issues of merit 
pay and salary remained unre-
solved.  
Merit pay is 
based on an indi-
vidual's performance on the job. 
The faculty wanted a 3 percent 
base salary, which is currently 
being offered in the new contract, 
instead of the 2.5 percent base 
salary offered as part of the last 
best offer. 
The merit program will receive 
40 
percent
 of the salary pool 
instead of the 20 percent the
 fac-
ulty 
requested, but the 
maximum  
award has 
been changed from 
12.5 percent to 
7.5  percent per 
person annually. 
According
 to Swisher, 
this
 is a 
three-year salary
 contract, and he 
doesn't foresee 
any  major changes 
being implemented 
until  spring 
2000. 
"I am pretty 
confident  it 
(salary contract) is going
 to be rat-
ified," said Strafaci. 
Strafaci said he is 
optimistic
 
the contact will be approved by 
the faculty because the CFA lead-
ership has shown its approval. 
business 
degree. Until recently 
he didn't know there was a dif-
ferent
 policy for non-transfering 
students. 
"It's fair (the new 
policy).  I 
had 
to
 go through it as a trans-
fer student," 
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IL.   
Miller said most of the feed-
back about the drug test policy 
has been positive, but there is a 
mixture of opinion. 
Jeff Wucinich, outside line-
backer for the Spartan football 
team, said he agrees with the 
drug testing policy. 
"It doesn't help any team for 
athletes to be using or abusing 
drugs," Wucinich said. "If it 
will
 
deter some people from using 













 for the San 
Jose Giants 
helps 























 the ages of 
8 and 18. 
Malcolm review: Student show 
Continued  from page 
1 
New York in 1965. 
Malcolm X, born Malcolm 
Little in 1925, was the son of a 
Baptist  preacher who followed 
Marcus Garvey. Garvey preached 
black nationalism. Malcolm's 
father died  allegedly murdered 
 leaving
 Malcolm, his siblings 
and their mentally unstable 
mother in dire 
circumstances. 
Malcolm's early life was a painful 
tableau of foster homes, delin-
quency and upheaval. 
As a young man, Malcolm 
did 
time as a pimp, hustler and drug 
pusher. After a stint in jail  
where he set himself on a course 
of rigorous learning  
Malcolm  
emerged as a 
devoted black 
nationalist and follower of Islam 
The "tour de force" began with 
"Malcolm" seated at stage left as 
a grown-up, recalling his tortured 
childhood through sobs. 
Bolton faced the right side of 
the stage  not the 
audience  
and told his story to some 
unseen  
other, a mistake. The actor/direc-
tor/producer should have faced 
his audience to engage them, and 
establish the link so critical in a 
one-man
 show. 
One-man shows may appear
 
deceptively 
simple and appealing 
because of the low 
overhead,
 but 
they require consummate 
skill to 
work effectively.
 Such was not the 
case in "I 
Consider  Myself 
Malcolm." 
Throughout the first
 act  
depicting 
Malcolm's
 life from 
childhood to his 
emergence as a 
leader  Bolton paced the stage, 
smoking, swearing and babbling 
to himself in a tortured way that 
was barely audible 
from the mid-
dle of the theater. 
The entire early 
life of 
Malcolm
 was told in little bursts 
of mime and thought balloons 
that
 did not connect in a coherent 
way. These
 snippets could have 
depicted the 
early life of any 
African -American down -and -
outer. The
 brilliance said to have 
been Malcolm's from the begin-
ning was lost in  the 
dereliction  






 frequently, doing 
whatever he was
 doing backstage 
for as long as 
five minutes, leav-
ing the audience sitting in a 
silent, semi -dark theater wonder-
ing what to make of it all. 
Bolton, made at 
least six of 
these unexpected
 exits that 
appeared to 
be breaks between 
scenes. 
Adding 






down and poorly 
rendered.  Hand-
written 
signs  served as narration 
between the scenes. 
Members
 of the puzzled audi-
ence shook their 
heads  in disbe-
lief, giggled 
nervously
 and asked 
seatmates if 
they
 had any idea 
what was 
going  on. 
In the
 middle of 
one of the 
awkwardly
 long breaks, 
Bolton  
still behind
 the stage 
backdrop  
suddenly 






 one was amused.
 
About  45 
people  turned 
out for 
the "tour
 de force" in a 
theater 
that holds about 300. 
For those who 
returned
 after 
the intermission, the second half 
of the show 
offered
 sotrit? relief 
For the 
next
 hour, Bolton stood 
at a podium facing the audience 
and recited several of Malcolm's
 
well-known, anti -white speeches. 
At least the content was 
coherent  
and compelling  
if tedious  
because it was scripted 
by a mas-
ter, the 








to run a little
 over 
an 
hour,  dragged on for 
two-and-
a- half hours. 
"I Consider 
Myself  Malcolm" 
could have used some
 profession-
al coaching before it was
 ever 
inflicted on a live audience, who 
gave up 
part of their weekend. 
Bolton obviously
 feels a bond 
with Malcolm X, but the 
actor was 
unable to translate his 
passion in 
a way that did 
justice to the 
sub-
ject, the audience or 
himself 
Bolton should stick 
to acting in 
the works of others who 
are more 
slcilled, until he has learned the 
considerable ropes of 
direction  
and production  





Malcolm"  is a case 
of too much, 
too soon. 
Toward the
 end of the
 show, in 
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Ask  for Dwight. Fri 
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MEETING  NEW 
PEOPLE?
 
UKE THE OUTDOORS? 
Eam Great Commissoon 
Vending  
our Products 
@ Local Theme 
Park.  
Call  Freshers @ 408-7345204 
TUTORS
 
wNTED  for K & 
1st  
gra4.44.Sunnyvale  home 3x a 
week. $10/hr. Call 
Bernie  Lim 
85031.4-4422.  
WORK FOR 
THE  SPARTAN 
DAILYI  
Pedect 







Work  7am to 9am on school days 
delivering The 
Spartan  Daily to 
stands on campus and recycling 
any papers from the previous day. 
IVIJST BE: Dependable Energetic 
* Able to !Oft bundles
 of newspapers. 
Hare CDL & clean 
DMV printout 
APPLY:  The Spartan Daily, 
Dwight  Bentel Hall. Rm 203 or209. 
LIBRARY 
/ Part -Time Positions 
Available Throughtout CA. 




 at www.aimusa.com. 
ADMINISTRATIVE  ASSIST. 511/1w 
Part-Time/Full-Time  Monday - 
Friday. Duties include light 
phones, 
filing.
 data entry. 
Good 
phone  etiquette a must. 
Experience with Microsoft Office. 
Located  at Curtner & 
87. 
Fax  resumes to 408-280-6195. 
AUTISM ASSISTANT 
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK 
with our 2 1/2 )ear old autistic child. 
We have an intensive home pro-
gram based on applied behavior 






Professional  training will be 
provided by Autism Partnership.
 
Academic credit may be avail. 
 Flex hours: 
Momings. Afternoons, 
Eves or Wknds (approx.
 10 hrs/wk) 
Located in San Jose. near Eiergreen 
Valley College.
 Please call 
Mang.' 
at 4082704219. 
INVENTORY CONTROL ASSISTANT 
Enterprise 
Rent -a -Car 
seeks an 
individual to check -in and appraise 
vehicles at our South Region 
headquarters. Responsibilities
 
include movement & organization 
of 
inventory. Must have a good 
driving record. A competitive hrly 
rate and training is offered. For 
consideration, contact Geoff CoOrr 
at 408487-1300. 
STORABLES  
Get Organized & Apply! 
Retail 
Sales: 
Ideal flexible schedules available 
for college students. Our store has 
FT/PT 
positions  for salespeople 
with experience in quality 
customer service. We offer $8.00 




person at 1600 Saratoga Ave. 
San Jose. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Now Hiring for Construction Jobs. 
Summer Work Avail. No Exp Nec. 
Steady work w/ftexible time off. 
Valid DL required. For appt. call: 
408/969-0606 
DRAFTING: Looking for P/T 
drafting person to work 
w/ low 
voltage syst. Duties 









408,993-0580 ext. 107. OR 
dverondaespartanenglneerIng. 
com 
CATERING-Silicon Valley's Premier 
Catering 
company
 is looking for 











Catered Too 295-1583. 
Certain advertisements In 
these columns may 
refer  the 
reader to 
specific  teSephone 





 readers should be 
reminded that. 



































Parttime,  flexible 
Hours. 



























NEEDED  at the 4th 
St. 







ask for Ofelia. 
111500 
WEEKLY  POTEYTIAL 
mailing 







 $12-$16/hour, part 
time. 
Need car. 










 track to triple in 
size  this 
year, and next 
year expand inter-
nationally. We 
need  help with 
sales/mgmt 8, 
recruiters/trainers.  
Top $ paid. 
Training  provided. Call 
408-985-5669.
 
RED BULL would 




 We LOVE our 
BULLS!!!! Especially
 Gerd 
Spatzel!!!! If you're 
interested 
in becoming 




 to work 
with 
special  needs children. 
AM & PM shifts
 available. 
Training Provided. Driving 
required.
 $12 per hour. Call Lisa 
@ 408-937-9580. 
THE SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring 
Preschool & School Age 
Teachers 
to 
work in Saratoga, Los Gatos. 
Campbell  and San Jose areas. 
Flexible PT/FT 
availability  with 
excellent
 benefits and quality 
training  opportunities. Energetic 
staff team and fun kids! Cali Tina 
@ 
370-1877  x 29. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNMES
 
Full/Part Time. Summer or 
beyond. 926-3944 or e-mail: 
110557.1371@trompuserve.com 
TEACH ENGUSH PART-TIME 
$10 - 
$12/hr  
Expenence  is not necessary 
408-530-0563 
California Language Center 
LEADERS/TEACHERS/AIDES 
Los Gatos -Saratoga Recreation 
Summer Day 
Camp  F/T 
Summer 
Aquatics  F/T or P/T 
 School Yr. 
Elem.  Day Care P/T 
DAY CAMP: 
Begins  6/14 and 
finishes the 
week  of 8/16. Camps 
are M -F. 7:30am-6pm, K thru 
5th grade. No ECE units req. 
Range:
 $5.78-$15.35 per hr. 
Looking
 for F/T, exp. staff who 
can work the 
majority
 of the 
summer weeks. Janet
 Sumpter. at 
(408) 354-8700 x223. 
SCHOOL YEAR: Dementay Sch. 
Age Recreation 
prog.,  P/T from 
2-6pm. M-F. No ECE units req. 
Some P/T positions
 in the 
AM from approx. 7 - 11:30am. 
No ECE 
units  req. Range: 
$5.78411.80 
per hr. Call Janet
 
Sumpter,  (408)354-8700 x223. 
STUDENT  JOBS, Paid 
Internships  
 Finanacial Aid 
at
 nationwide 





DO YOU ENJOY 
WORKING  WITH 
CHILDREN?
 Small World 
Schools
 
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs 
for 
their school -age child care
 
centers in San Jose. ECE, CD. 
Psych, Soc. or Rec 
units  required. 
We offer cornpetithe pay. excellent 
training. and a great work environ-
ment. If you are interested
 call 
(408)283-9200 ext. 21. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT WANTED 
Small casual 
office  looking for 
someone with general office skills 
including
 data entry & phones. Full 
or part time. Call 
408-292-7876.  
JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!! 
BALANCE "Your Staffing Solution" 
2355 De La Cruz Blvd. 







Positions Available: Warehouse, 
Clerical. Administrative Assistant. 
Nlanufactunng, Customer Service. 
DELIVERY  DRIVERS WANTED 
Eam $250 every weekend. 
Must have reliable truck & hsurance 
408-292-7876 
GREAT WEEKEND JOB 1110/1111. 
Need Enthusiasm to hold sign 
to direct buyers 
to new homes. 
Need transp. 1-800-343-8368 
INNOVATIVE, 
NONCONFORNIST,  
self ironic, professional, funny, 
laid back. sympathetic. polanzing, 
unpredictable. hedonistic. 
intelli-
gent. high -quality. seeking same. 





 SUMMER JOBIE 
The 
Princeton  Review is hiring 
bright, 
dyanamic people to 
teach Spring and Summer SAT 
preparation courses.
 Part-time. 
Starting pay $16 
hourly.
 Call 
after 3pm 1 -800-2 -REVIEW. 
BULLDOG GOLF CO.
 is hiring 
sales representatives for our 
office located  
adjacent  to SJSU. 
No experience needed. We will 
train. Minimum of $10 per hour 
to $20 per hour + bonuses
 
+ 




"KIDZ  KLUB" 
the On-Site Child 
Care 





openings  for 
P/T and
 F/T teachers. 
The center provides full time 
care 
for law office staff 
children and drop -in
 care for 
children of clients while 
they are visiting our 
office.  
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 




CALL (408) 364-0345 
UFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR 
Central MCA es now hrirg for summer 
ard nyneciee emplairnentindoor 
and cutdoa pods, Parttme to 
40 hrsnseek Rift eh/raiment 
Rattle scheckle. Cat 2931717 h34 
for mae infaination. 
MAJOR LEAGUER 




positions. Must be 
seeking  a 
challenge. Trianing 
provided.  
Call Deven @ 
408-260-7579.  
WANTED 29 PEOPLE 
to get SS PAID SS to lose up 





EARN EXTRA CASH S 
Up to $600/month
 
Become a Sperm 
Donor  
Healthy
 males, 19-40 years old 
Univ.  Students/Grads/Facutty 
Contact Califomia Cryobank 
650-324-1900. M-F, 8-4:30 
NO BOSS! 
WORK FROhl HOME. 
Health. Fitness. Nutrition. 
$5C0 $3.000/mo. 







Part-TInie  and 
Full -Time 
Pbsitions.  call 
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
 
Fast placement, no tees 
Office
 toos on local companies 
Students/grads/career 
change 
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct  Hire 
Phone:
 (650) 325-1133 
Fax: (650) 325-3639 
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
 
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE 
needed. Loving 
family is looking for 
someone to spend the afternoon 
with children ages 7 
& 10. Some 
tutoring  may be required. Car 
itaessary. Num Rock 
area.  M & W 
2 6pm. call 2591139 evenings. 
VALETPARKERS Valets needed 
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun, 






events  in the Los Gatos 
area. Must be outgoing. 
friendly.
 
and neat in appearance. No 
previous experience nec. Must be 
able to drive a 5 sp and have a 
valid CDL and your own transp. 
Eam up to $12.00/hr with 
Tips. 




Part/Full-Time. Day, Eve. and 
Wknd shifts amiable. Sel discount 
newspaper 
subcriptions.  
Salary plus bonus. 
NEW locabat 31N 2ria St. #270 
408/4940200 Maki Ptomotrons. 
Call 
or
 come in TODAY! 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
K-8 school
 seeks responsible 
individuals for extended daycare. 
P/T h tie afternoon. No ECE units 
required. Previous experience with 
children 
preferred.
 Flease call 
244-1968  x 16  
ACUFACTS SECURITY 
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS! 
Full & 
part-time




No experience necessary 
Apply  in person at 
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose. 
Or 
call  Laune at 408 286 5880 
DISCRETE TRIAL THERAPISTS $12
 
doe No exp req d. rims, plus. 
408-946-8211, eve & weekends. 
SECURITY 
Abcom Private Secunty 








GROOMER'S ASST/KENNEL HELP 
needed for 
small, exclusive 
shop and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. 
Must bereliable. honest. able to 
do physical work. Exp. working 
w/dogs preferred. but 
will  train. 
Great apply for dog lover! 
$6.50  hr. 
Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109 




positions  available 





and administrative support. 
Salary $10 to $11.50 an hour. 
Resume and cover letter to 
Dept. MM. Girl 
Scouts
 of Santa 
Clara County. 1310 S. Bascom 
Ave.,
 San Jose,95128 or Fax 
(408) 287-8025AA/EOE. 
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY 
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and 
Preschod Teachers and Aides. F/T & 
P/T posatons 
available. Substitute 
positions are also available that 
offer flexible hours. ECE units are 
required for teacher positions but 
not required for Aide positions.  
Excellent
 °opportunity for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy 








the wheel & 
classroom instructors.
 Part time 
now leading to full time 
summer 
gpod pay. No Expenence 
required. We will train you. High 
school grads. Cher 18, gocd health 










Saratoga School Dist. Call 
867-3424x200






High quality licensed 
childcare 
centers for 2-12 year olds. 
Recreation enrichment cuniculurn. 
 Flexible PT/fT positions 
 Days. Eve. Weekends 
 Team Environment 
 Min 6 ECE required
 
 Earn while you learn -
In house training 
 Benefits Available 
Growing 
throughout the Bay Area. 
K id 
sPark . 2607923. Fat 2E07366 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. 
offers positions for: 
Directors  Assistant Dkectors 
Teachers  Teacher Aides 




preschool & school 
age  children. 
CDI/CDC offers a competitive 
salary. excellent tenefrts package 
to FT & PT employees and an 
enriching work environment. For 




 Sunnyvale, Los Altos. 
Campbell. Saratoga, Cupertino, 









For more info about CDI/CDC & 
qualifications. call our 24 
Hour 
Jobline 0 
1-888-9-CDICDC.  EOE 
HIGH TECH 
COMPANY!  
Start your career 
in
 one 
of the hottest tech 
companies in the 
world.  
We are
 looking for motivated 





Travel opportunities and 
sponsorship 
available. 
Full / Part-time. 







DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, AIDES 
Thinkong about a career 
working  
withchildren? The YMCA of Santa 
Clara Valley is now 
hiring  for 
preschool & school -age childcav 
centers in San Jose, 
Cupertino, 
Santa Clara. Los Gatos, 
Saratoga, Campbell, Evergreen, 
Milpitas.
 Full & part-time avail. 
able. Hours flexible around 
school.Fun staff teams, great 
experience  in working with 
children. career advancement, 
and good training opportunities. 
Teachers require minimum
 6 
units in ECE. ecucation, recre-
ation,
 psychology, sociologi, 
physical
 education and/or other 
related fields. Please call Beth 
Profio at 408-291-8894 fdr- more 
infommtion and 
locations. 
CREDIT  UNION ASSISTANTS Job 
Code 35SPD. 
Fun line. No Week, 
ends. No Sales 
Quotas. Minimum 
$11.50/hr
 to start. Provide 
mem-
ber and teller services. Requires 
HS Diploma or 
equivalent,  1 yr 
teller 
experience,  good communi-
cation & 
PC
 skills. We offer gener-
ous compensation and 
benefits 
including
 medical, dental. vision, 




Qualified  candidates should 
fax or send resume to 408-75E-
2565. 
STAR
 ONE FCU, HR Dept. 




Please  include job 
code. 
SUMMER JOBS 
VALET  PARKING ATTENDANTS 
Ambitious & energetic people 








Lots of fun and eam good money.
 
Call (408)867-7275, leave 
voicemal with name and number 
where 




math,  people, logic. 
phone & organizational 
skills are a 
must. Basic computer skills will 
be required. This is a part time 
position. Mandatory hours are 
9:30 - 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday 
through Friday. Fax 
resume  with 
salary  history to 408/554-9598. 
TELEMARKETING  SUPERVISOR 
Needed to motivate. recruit. train and 
siverase a team of teiernarketers and 
office s-taff in air downtown
 San Jose 
location. Must be available to work 
clEys, eserings, and cr weekends. Must 
have basic PC knowledge and enjoy 
waking Wfth people. We WM train w-xu. 
Great growth potential and 
benefits 
package. We are a 
24 year old 
company promoting 
the Bay Area 's 
best 
newspapers.  Please fax nasume 
and cover letter to 510505-3191 or 
emai buttasealome.com. 
Questions?  
Call 510505-1500, ask for Bartle. 
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women ages 21-32. Healthy, 
Responsible, All Nationalities. 
Give the Gift of life!!! 




Japanese and Chinese Donors, 
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC 
(800) 314-9996 
WORD PROCESSING 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses, Temi Papers. Resumes,
 
Group Projects, etc. All formats. 
specializing  in APA. Micro/mint 
tape transcription. Fax. Experiencel. 
dependable. quick return. 
Call Linda 408-264-4504 
IS YOUR TERM PAPER DUE 
SOON? 




get it done quickly and painlessh, 
all at reasonable rates! Call 
'The Write Type" 408-258-5321. 
or 
email  us at: RytTyp@aol.com, 
ANNA'S 








your applications for rred/law 
sdiool, etc. Tape 
transcription.
 
Fax Machine. Notary Public. 
Call 
Anna
 at 9724992. 
TUTORING
  
MATH 'TUTOR- Retired Engineer/ 
Math 
minor.
 Expenenced Elem. 
H.S. and College algebra, 
geometry, tng 
tutor including 
CBEST. GED and SAT preparation. 
Back to basics. Call A at 
408-578-1568.  
TUTORS WANTED for K & 1st 
grade at Sunnyvale home 3x a 
week.
 $10/hr. 
Call Bernie Lim 
650-314-4422.
 
BI-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER 
Math: Algebra - Geometry 
Statistics - Trig Calculus 
Physics: Mechanics Electric 
SAT - GED - CBEST ESL TOEFL 
Computer: Vis.Basic,
 
Spanish: All levels 




MCSE - ALL 12 CDs. 
ViaGrafix  
Certification Training Series. 
Unopened. Latest version. Costs 
$599- 






SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS. 
Live 
in luxury and walk to school! 
We offer a pool. spa. suana, 
full gym. on-site 
management,  all 
appliances included.central A/C. 
Stop by tcday for a tour. 
Open 
Monday
 thru Saturday. 
THE
 COLANNADE 
201So 4th St. (408) 279-3639. 





mature, long-term person. 551.-
553 So. 6th St. 408-7461900  
408-292-189Q 
Anthony. $875 & up. 
2 BORM APARTMENT $975/mo 
 Security Type Building 
 Secure 
Parking 








576 South Fifth Street 
(408) 295-6893 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL 
RATES FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
 
Print your ad here. 
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 









-line  minimum 
One 
Two Three Four 






lines $6 $8 
$10 
$12 




6 lines $8 
$10 
$12 $14 
$1 for each 
additional  line 
After the 
fifth  day, rate increases by 
$1
 per day 
First




 rn bold for $3 each 
SEMESTER RATES 
3-9 


















Send cloeck or money 
order to 
Spartan Daily Classif ieds 
San Jose State University 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
 
Classrtied







 00 a m two weekdays
 before
 publicabon 
? All ads are 





 Rates for consecutive 
publications
 dates only 








Greek Messages' Shared 
Housong'
 
_Events' _Real Estate 
_Announcements* _Services' 
_Lost and Found"' _HealtIvBeauty' 




_Autos For Sale' 



















line ad for 3 days Ads




 between 10am and 2pm. Student
 ID required. 
Lost 
& Found ads are offered free, 
3 lines 
for 3 days. as a 
service
 to the
 campus  
community. 
VEHICLES FOR SALE 
98 YAMAHA YZF800 BLACK, 
2K mi.
 Great condition. $5.800. 
408-295-9080. 
TRAVEL 
EUROPE $239 o/w 
ANYTIME IN 1999 
Hawaii
 $119. 
Carib/Mexico $189 r/t 







Highest quality wnting, 
edtting.  
ghostwnting. Essays, application 
statements,  reports . etc. 
Please call Dave
 Bolick,M.A. at 
(510) 





wnting tips now available at 
vivrveacadamkwriting.com
 




Save 30% - 
609(, 





1 ROOM AVAIL IN 2 BDRM APT. 
1 bloCk from 
campus  $485/mo. 
 $485 dep.
 + 1/2 
util.  415 
So. 
8th St. Billy 0 408-293-8092. 
SUMMER FACULTY: 
529S/mo.  
quiet mobile hane park 8-9 mi. scutri 
of campus; own bath. 2291324. 
ROOMS AVAILABLE in the San .bse 
State University Club. Located 
conveniently close to campus on 
the comer of 8th & San Salvador. 
Quiet. comfortable residence for 
faculty. staff or visiting scholars. 
Call 293-1735. 
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE 
Fun & Fnendly Environment 
5 Minute Walk to Campus 
Well -Equipped Student Kitchen 





Cal 924-6570 a stop by fix a tour. 
360 So. 11th St. 
Between San Carlos  &San Salvador 
INSURANCE
 














Good Student Discount 




8pm  Mon. -Sat. 






 It's about you! 
"WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?" Find 
out for yourself. 
Order  -WHAT IS 
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your 
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at 
the
 Church of Scientology, 
14300293-8463.
 
-SCHOOL SHOOTINGS  
WHEN THE INNOCENT SUFFER 
God comforts us and 
all  " 










Wards  off 
7 





































































































34 45 or 
78 
















cranberries  grow 
46 Clean a 
fish 
47 Music halls 
48 Plato's market
 
51 Sweet potato 
52 Sanctify
 












63 Negative votes 
64 Suppose 








 Be in 

















of a series  
35 Apples 
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077 - BEGINNING 30 ANIMATION 
ATHLETICS





























062  VOLLEYBALL 
3059 MTWIF 




































































010A  NATURAL SCIENCE 































OFFICE  97 
CHILD AND 


































COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS  
014 . INTERNETWORKING
 






























































012 - PC HARDWARE








































131 - INTRODUCTION TO INTERNET 
+1.0 
6136 LEC
 MTW 0600-0645PM 










LAB M1V. 0820PM 

























STUDENTS  PROGRAM 
042E - ADAPTED AQUATICS .1 0 
3221












Bring  in this ad 
for a FREE 
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